
 

 

 

Solar Co-op Applauds McGuinty Governments’ Province’s 
Commitment to Clean Energy in Rural Ontario Following FIT and 

MicroFIT Review 

(Chatham, Ont.) AGRIS Solar, a 700-member, Southwestern Ontario-based solar co-
operative is applauding Minister of Energy Chris Bentley’s leadership and support for solar 
energy, following the government’s FIT program review. Bentley’s commitments to 
maintain the intent and spirit of the MicroFIT program while streamlining regulation and 
encouraging community participation were welcomed messages to the co-operative.   

 “The McGuinty government’s review of the FIT and MicroFIT programs was methodical and 
calculated and their findings demonstrate real leadership towards renewable energy,” said 
David Malott, Board President of AGRIS Solar Co-operative.  “As ‘parent’ of the most 
aggressive renewable program in the world, all eyes were on Ontario and Minister Bentley 
demonstrated a solid commitment to the renewable energy sector,” he added. 

AGRIS Solar is also highly supportive of the Government’s renewed commitment to the 
August 2011 Ontario Energy Minister’s Directive to the Ontario Power Authority allowing 
approved projects that are capacity constrained, meaning they are unable to connect to the 
grid due to infrastructure issues, to be relocated to more accessible locations. 

The Co-op has been planning, with cautious optimism, for a path forward for constrained 
units since last summer and has put in place a blueprint to consolidate units into “Solar 
Gardens”.   AGRIS Solar is confident that maintaining its commitment to resolving this issue 
was critical and has secured significant credibility among its membership base, rural and 
farm families in Southern Ontario. 

 “We have spent months consulting with the provincial agencies and the McGuinty 
government to solve the constraint issue for our own membership,” said Malott.  “It is 
refreshing that Minister Bentley and his agencies have listened.  We look forward to moving 
forward with them in Ontario,” he added. 

For more information on AGRIS Solar Co-operative please email info@agrissolar.coop. 
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